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About us

We adopt the latest technology in the field and strictly follow the deadline 
without compromising on quality which has helped us retained loyal 
esteemed clients. Our core team of well-qualified engineers is dedicated to 
excel its performance beyond the client's expectations. We understand the 
client's need and offer best possible professional and cost-effective 
solution.

We use machinery to reduce human error, ensure quality and save precious 
time. We have indigenous latest technology tailored to local conditions to 
give the best results. We believe in world class quality service using 
innovative technology that creates trends in value engineering. We try our 
best to strike a sound balance between efficient engineering and sustained 
development in all the projects that we undertake.

GUBBI

CLC Blocks
Are you worried about rising construction costs of 
projects?

If yes, then CLC blocks is your answer. CLC blocks are a 
cement-bonded material made by blending slurry of 
cement. Stable, pre-formed foam manufactured on 
site is injected into this slurry to form foam 
concrete. Fresh foam concrete looks like a milk-shake 
and the volume of slurry in the foam dictates the cast 
density of the foam concrete.
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7) Easy to handle and operated the plant and can be 

owned without major engineer expertise required

8) Only 10 HP Power required to run the plant

9) Only 6000 Sq Ft area required to setup a plant

Why one should setup a CLC Block Plant?

GUBBI

1) Low Investment

2) Quick returns

3) Future product for Construction Industries

4) Green Product

5) Less competition in market

6) Can earn more percentage of profit

2) CLC blocks are Environment-friendly. It consists of more 
than 50% of fly ash which is a harmful waste, if left untreated. 
The blocks effectively replace conventional clay bricks that are 
made of agriculturally important top layer of soil. 

1) CLC blocks are very lightweight with density ranging from 
300 to 1800 Kg/m3. Light weight makes CLC blocks an 
excellent earthquake resistant. It reduces dead weight by 
more than 50% of the normal concrete. 

4) A CLC production plant can be a mobile unit. 

3) CLC blocks are easy to handle and transport. The 
construction speed is 5 times more than that of the clay 
bricks construction. 

Advantages

6) CLC is a self-flowing concrete with ball-bearing action to avoid honeycomb 
and voids in the blocks.

5) Micro air-cells of CLC are intact and not interconnected as it is produced 
by stable foaming agent. It has lesser joints as compared to brick-work. 
Thus, the product has very low water absorption rate that saves the 
construction from any leakage, seepage or dampness.
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10) CLC blocks are excellent thermal 

insulators providing a more effective 

barrier from outside heat and cold.

11) CLC blocks are excellent 

material for building acoustic 

environment.

9) CLC blocks are more fire-

resistant than conventional 

material.

Advantages

GUBBI

Applications

8) Construction built with CLC blocks do not require inside or outside 
plaster but if insisted, only 6 mm thick plaster is sufficient for both the 
surfaces. It gives more usable area.

7) CLC blocks masonry is cheaper than that of conventional bricks.

Acoustic construction

Precast exterior walls
Roof insulation and waterproofing
Green construction
Additional floors to existing construction

Low cost housing
Subways

Air-conditioned buildings
Building material for highrises

Portland cement Fly ash Water

Raw Material

GUBBI

Protein-based Foaming Agent

Foaming agent is fully biodegradable protein-based foam concentrate that forms stable bubbles and provides 
necessary porosity to the foam concrete. The bubbles formed are strong enough to last until the concrete is set 
at required density.

Foaming agent is normally used with 2-3% concentration in water. It has 2-years shelf-life when properly stored in 
the original containers at temperature between 0-50 C. Containers should not be exposed to heat or sunlight for a 
longer duration. It is environmentally safe and less toxic to aquatic life.

Properties
Ÿ Appearance: viscous black liquid
Ÿ pH: 6.5-7.5
Ÿ Sp. Gravity: 1-1.02
Ÿ Miscibility: Miscible
Ÿ Viscosity: <1500 CPS max
Ÿ Freezing point: 0 C
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Foam Concrete Mixers
The mixers are uniquely designed to mix foam through concrete in an even manner without destroying the foam. It 
has inbuilt water discharging system and digital weighing scale.

Belt Conveyor
Belt conveyor is designed as per latest specifications and 
appreciated for its durability and reliability. We offer two 
varieties of belt conveyor i.e. horizontal type and inclined type. 

Features
Ÿ High output per shift (25)
Ÿ Precise mixture
Ÿ Variable Foam concrete density 400-1800kg/m3
Ÿ Specially designed shaft blades system
Ÿ Reverse and forward mixing
Ÿ Inbuilt digital weighing scale
Ÿ Corrosion resistant
Ÿ High quality bearings
Ÿ High gauge steel body
Ÿ Alloy shaft
Ÿ  Impact resistant couplings
Ÿ Inbuilt water discharge  system
Ÿ Easy maintenance and operation

Centralised control panels

Wire cutting machinery

Conveying trolleys

Foam concrete pumps

Screw conveyors

Silos

Silo accessories

GUBBI

Optional

Features
Ÿ Adjustable density of foam
Ÿ Automatic time setting to off the motor
Ÿ Digital foam generator
Ÿ Easy & cost effective maintenance and operation
Ÿ Daily take 100 cubic meters with our foam generator
Ÿ 1 HP single phase motor
Ÿ Inbuilt control panel
Ÿ Less power consumption
Ÿ Corrosion resistant
Ÿ Foam generator with lance unit 
Ÿ Adaptable to different kind of foaming agents

Foam Generators
Foam generator makes foam for CLC using foaming agents. Foam generators come with corrosion resistant 
coated steel body, timer, air compressor, and lance units.

Equipments

GUBBI

Compressor Block moulds
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Aqueous foam is produced from the foam generators (IFG) and 
injected into slurry of cement, fly ash and water in foam 
concrete mixture (IFM). It creates many small air cells which are 
uniformly distributed throughout the concrete and create 
cellular concrete structural material. Its density ranges from 
300kg/m3 to 1800kg/m3 with compressive strength between 
5kg/cm2 to 200kg/cm2. 

The volume of air cells in foam concrete determines the density 
and strength. The final mixture is then used for different 
applications without any vibration or compaction. Fly ash which is 
a waste-production at thermal power stations is the most 
important component of foam concrete, thus foam concrete is a 
green building material.

Procedure of Making CLC

GUBBI

Parameters CLC Blocks Burnt Clay Bricks

Basic raw materials Cement, fly ash, water and foam 
Top agricultural soil, primary energy 
input

Dry density kg/m³ 600/ 800 1900

Aging
Gains strength with age (like 
conventional concrete)

No

Sound insulation Superior Normal

Eco friendliness

- Pollution free
- No primary energy consumption
- Can consume fly ash (waste 
material)

- Creates smoke
- high energy consumption
- wastes agricultural land
- soil erosion
- banned in more and more countries

Thermal Insulation High thermal insulation Normal thermal insulation

Compressive strength
Compressive strength is more than 
other bricks.

Compressive strength is less

Water absorption capacity
ClC is a light weight brick where 
water absorption is less compare to 
redbrick and fly-ash brick

ClC is a light weight brick where 
water absorption is less compare to 
redbrick and fly-ash brick

Comparison between CLC blocks and bricks 
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Get a CLC blocks manufacturing plant at 
Rs. 6,91,000/- only*

* Exclusive of moulds, taxes and transportation charges

We customize  CLC b locks 

manufacturing plant to your needs 

and set it up on your site. 

Gubbi Enterprises
18/26 Devprayag CHS, Opp. Thanawala Garage, Bhakti Mandir Road,
Near Hariniwas Circle, Thane (W), 400602

Tel: 022-25392279, 25393839
Mob: 9322451475, 8080023619
Email: gubbienterprises@gmail.com, gubbie@rediffmail.com

Contact Us
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